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Abstract

The Ballistic Missile Defense Organization is sponsoring a focused program to develop
and demonstrate electric propulsion and space power technologies for future missions.
This aggressive program supports the design, fabrication, and space qualification of
packaged Hall thruster propulsion systems. The Russian Hall Effect Thruster Technology
(RHETT) program will demonstrate an integrated pallet design in late 1995 under
RHETT-I. RHETT-II will demonstrate the readiness of Hall thruster technology through a
flight demonstration targeted for late 1996. A parallel effort is included in the program to
develop synergistic power technology. Advanced Solar Concentrator Arrays with
Refractive Linear Element Technology (SCARLET) are being developed under the program
and a flight demonstration on the METEOR satellite will occur in late 1995.

Introduction

Satellite propulsion and power are synergistic technologies and are critical to the
performance of nearly all space missions. The Ballistic Missile Defense Organization's
(BMDO) Directorate for Science and Technology sponsors aggressive programs in both of
these areas. To meet its objective of bringing advanced, high-payoff technologies to
operational status in a rapid, cost-effective manner, the BMDO conducts a technology base
program to first identify the potential of new technologies. Once identified, rapid progress
is made to fabricate, integrate, qualify, and flight-demonstrate representative systems.
Presently, a substantial program is focused on the development and demonstration of
Russian Hall Effect Thruster Technology (RHETT).

When compared to state-of-art (SOA) chemical systems, Hall effect thrusters provide
considerable fuel savings due to their increased specific impulse. In-space functions such
as orbit insertion, repositioning, station keeping, and evasive maneuering could be
enhanced through the use of high performance Hall thrusters. An example is provided in
Figure 1 where the propulsion system wet mass for an Atlas 2AS-class geostationary
spacecraft is plotted against time on orbit for a Hall system and a SOA chemical system.
Both North-South station keeping and two maneuvers a year (total AV - 100 nms) were
assumed. The Hall thruster system's larger dry mass, causes the higher specific impulse
adva.ntage not to be apparent until the third year; however, for missions longer than five
years the Hall thruster system provides significant mass savings.

In the early 1990's BMDO took the lead in identifying and evaluating advanced propulsion
technologies developed in the former Soviet Union. Hall thrusters where quickly targeted
as an area of interest. With over 60 operational units, spanning more than 20 years,
Stationary Plasma Thrusters (SPT's) appeared to be the most likely candidate for insertion
into US commercial and Government space programs 1,2]. In 1991, BMDO
commissioned a team from three Government laboratories to participate in testing the SPT
thruster in Soviet !aboratories. With the results obtained through that evaluation at the
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Keldysh Scientific-Research Institute of Thermal Processes (NIITP) in Moscow and at
"Fakel" Enterprise in Kaliningrad (Kaliningrad region) the team recommended further
evaluation in the US. Flight-representative SPT-100. 1.35 kW thrusters manufactured at
"Fakel" were obtained for endurance testing at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and
evaluation of integration issues at the NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC). At that time
commercial interest was increasing, and Space Systems/Loral (SS/L) developed a power
processor for the thruster and established an international consortium to begin marketing
the system for Western spacecraft[3]. To aid the commercialization, the BMDO continued
the support of the SPT-100 evaluation. A 6000 h endurance test was completed and
integration issues such as plume erosion/deposition, induced torques, optical emissions,
and communication signal impacts were completed[4-8].

The charter of BMDO's Office of Innovative Technology is to continuously advance the
state-of-art, and in that capacity BMDO sought to increase the performance of the existingRussian technology through sponsorship of US industry/Russian joint ventures. In 1992
the BMDO sponsored a second trip to Russia by Government electric propulsion specialists
to identify second generation Hall thrusters. The NIITP T-100 advanced SPT and the
Central Scientific-Research Institute of Machine Building (TsNIIMASH) Thruster with
Anode Layer (TAL) were identified. At NIITP, BMDO sponsored the development of an
advanced version of the SPT. The thrusters are designated the T-100 (1.35 kW) and T-160
(4.5 kW) and have target lifetimes of 8000 h. Also, under BMDO SBIR sponsorship.
Space Power Inc. (SPI) developed a breadboard power processor for the device, and its
sister company Inernational Scientific Products (ISP) obtained marketing rights. Three
T-100 thrusters were manufactured and obtained for evaluation at JPL and LeRC. With
the use of metallic discharge chamber walls and a shorter acceleration zone, the TAL also
held the possibility of improved life, and the BMDO obtained two D-55 (nominally 1.5
kW) thrusters for similar evaluation.

The BMDO has completed the evaluation of these advanced Hall thrusters and is focusine
its effort on demonstrating the maturity of the technology through a flight demonstration of
a system under the RHETT program. RHETT is a multiphase program to bring advanced
Russian Hall thruster technology to operational status. In the first phase of the program.
designated RHETT I, five years of BMDO investment in electric propulsion component
technology is being brought together and demonstrated as a system in ground testing. The
system demonstration will take place by the end of FY95 and will lead to rapid transition
to the next phase of the program. RHETT II is a flight demonstration of the propulsion
pallet leading to operational status of Hall thruster technology. Key contributors to this
program include Russian institutes, US industry, universities, NASA LeRC and JPL. In
addition to the RHETT program, BMDO is sponsoring the development and near-term
flight testing of Solar Concentrator Arrays with Refractive Linear Element Technology
(SCARLET). With both US industry and NASA partners, the SCARLET program will
flight demonstrate the first full scale, deployed concentrator array this fall. RHETT and
SCARLET are synergistic technologies applicable to multiple space missions. Both
programs are international efforts with multiple components. This paper provides a
programmatic overview of BMDO's RHETT and SCARLET programs with emphases on
electric propulsion, recent progress, and near-term directions.

RHETT-I

The goal of RHETT-I is to demonstrate a compact, Hall thruster propulsion system. To
achieve that goal in a rapid manner, components which are flight-qualified or engineering
models in the process of qualification were used. A schematic diagran of the RHETT-I
assembly is shown in Figure 2. The centerpiece of the pallet is the thruster. RHETT-I
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I atuLre a Stalionair\ Plasma Thruster deIeloped by NIITP. The lhit: Jesigned to

operate at 1.35 kW\ and carries the designation T-100. A photograph u: ihc thruster is
provided in Figuie 3. Power to the thruster is ,upplied by a power process~ln unit (PPU)
developed by Space Power. Inc. of San Jose. CA and is shown in Fieure 4 The PPU is
designed to operate ,with a 28 V input and has an efficienc, ol 0 92. It pi\ O es 1.35 kV
at 300V to the thruster discharge and has the capability to operat e le magnet
independentlv. High pressure xenon stored aboard the spacecraft enters the propulsion
pallet through the Propellant Management System (PMS). The PMS is mianuilactured by
MOOG Space Products and contains a xenon regulator which drop the pre ure from 10()0
psia to 29 psia. From the PMS the xenon enters the Xenon Flo\w Controllei (XFC). The
XFC, also provided by NIITP. controls the flow of xenon to the cathode and anode
through the use of a thermal throttle and closed-loop feedback from the PPU. The pallet
also contains a Thermal Storage System (TSS) to store the waste heat from the PPU during
cyclic operation. The TSS contains a phase change material which allows one hour of
operation followed by two hours of heat rejection to space. For continuous operation the
TSS can be replaced by heat pipes connected to the spacecraft thermal management system.
The TSS and the structure design were provided by WJ Schafer and Associates (WJSA).
Where possible, major components are used as structure, providing a compact package and
allowing a target mass of 20 kg.

The ground demonstration of RHETT-I will pave the way for commercialization of the SPT
T-100 system. Under the test plan both pre-flight qualification of the system and resolution
of integration issues will be performed. Structural and thermal models of the system have
been developed. System testing will verify the predictions of the models.

One of the first tests to be performed will be a 3-axis random vibration test on a mass-
mock-up of the RHETT-I pallet. A duplicate set of structure and TSS has been fabricated
and is currently being assembled with mass models of the power processor. thru.ster and
propellant system components. The assembly is being instrumented with o\el twenty
accelerometers to determine the structural loads at the critical components. RHETT-I is
designed for a 12 g rms input load at the spacecraft/pallet interface. Careful design of the
propellant system lay.out allowed the design of the structure to minimize loads on the
thruster. At the 12 g input level at the base. the predicted loads at the thruster mount are
only 4 g.

System testing at NASA LeRC will include simulation of the space thermal environment.
RHETT-I is designed for operating temperature of 100 C to 40°C. Once assembly of the
system is complete in September 1995, the pallet be placed in a LEO simulator and
thermally cycled to determine the operation of the phase-change material and verif) thermal
models. Non-operting thermal cycles over a much wider temperature range will also be3 performed on a component level.

Two other critical tests to be conducted on the system are radiated electromagneiic
interference and communication impacts assessment. EMI testing will be conducted at both
narrowband and broadband conditions according to MIL-STD-461C. Similar work was
performed on a 1.8 kW hydrazine arcjet system [9]. The current oscillations common to
Hall thrusters cause a temporal variation in the electron number density in the plume. That
variation can have significant impact on communication signal propagation. A model has
been developed by Texas Tech University to quantify the effects [8). Direct measurements
of the effect of the plume on the phase noise of a microwave signal has been measured
using a T-100 operating on laboratory power supplies and the tests will be repeated using a
flight-representative power processor.

I
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Effects of long-duration cold soak of the thruster were investigated in component testine at
JPL. As part of the qualification test plan, the thruster was chilled to 250 K and started.
This was done 25 times to ensure cathode ignition reliability at cold-soak temperatures. All
starts of the T-100 were successful.

With the completion of the test program, the BMDO will have developed and demonstrated
a Hall thruster propulsion pallet ready for commercialization and integration into a flight
program.

RHETT-II

The goal of RHETT-II is a flight demonstration of a Hall thruster propulsion pallet which
will build confidence in the technology and rapidly transition it to operational status. Olin
Aerospace Co., Redmond, WA has been chosen as the prime contractor for RHETT-II.
Design philosophy for RHETT-II is similar to RHETT-I, and is focused on a compact,
light-weight, integrated propulsion pallet. A schematic diagram of the RHETT-II system is
shown in Figure 5. The flight system will feature the second of the two promising
advanced Hall thrusters, the TsNIIMASH D-55, Thruster with Anode Layer (TAL) which
is shown in Figure 6. The thruster will feature a long-life cathode developed at NASA
LeRC for ion engine and plasma contactor applications. The xenon feed system will use
the MOOG regulator; however, the for the flight demonstration, single set-point operation
will be employed. The power processor will operate at 28 V input and be throttleable from
0.9 to 2.2 kW, efficiency is expected to exceed 0.90. Also included in the power
processor will be cathode conditioning functions with heritage from the NASA Plasma
Contactor Program. The structure will be designed to handle all thermal managment
functions. Waste heat from the PPU will be radiated from the structure allowing for
continuous operation and minimizing spacecraft impacts. The pallet will also contain an
Autonomous Control and Interface Unit (ACIU) which will perform all command, data,
and housekeeping functions. The design of the pallet is quite modular, allowing for all
components to be upgraded with minimal system impacts.

The most promising flight opportunity for RHETT-II is aboard the third flight of the Wake
Shield Facility (WSF). The WSF is a 12 foot diameter free-flying, stainless-steel disk
designed, developed, and fabricated under a NASA grant to the Space Vacuum Epitaxy
Center at the University of Houston. Space Industries is the prime contractor. In addition
to an epitaxial growth system WSF serves as an experimental platform. A schematic
diagram of RHETT-II on the WSF is presented in Figure 7. RHETT-II fly on the third
flight of WSF in November 1996. The propulsion system will be mounted on the ram-side
slightly off centerline. The attitude control system aboard WSF will be used to counteract
the thrust and, coupled with acclerometers, will provide flight thrust data. Additional
diagnostics for the flight, including measurement of plasma plume properties are currentlybeing evaluated.

RHETT-II will require an entire set of qualification tests. These system level test will be
performed at NASA LeRC and will include vibration and thermal environment testing.
Also required will be evaluation of the radiated and conducted EMI and communications
impacts specific to the mounting orientation and frequencies peculiar to the WSF. Those
tests will be conducted over a broad range of parameters to aid in commercialization of the
technology.
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A key component to all electric propulsion systems is the avalabiill\ of a slp[ice power
source. Advanced power technology can benefit m1ission perlformance in 11,ccral ways.
Coupling advanced array technology with Hall thruster , ,stems can pro\ ijc \ i bstantial

benefits for a wide range of missions by reducing launch mass., icieasin minssion lile.
and/or increasing payload capabilities.

3 BMDO sponsored concentrator solar array technology deelopment has lucused on low
cost, low mass. and radiation hardened designs. The program 1i pui, suing two

complementary approaches to next generation concentrator array development. both
involving linear optics. The linear designs eliminate fabrication and integration problems
inherent with domed lens designs and greatly simplify spacecraft integration. Attention is
being paid to spacecraft integration concerns by increasing the pointing erroi tolerance over
previous, point-focus designs. Also, complex, two-axis gimbals are eliminated by the
linear optics which reduce critical pointing requirements to a single axis. Additionally,
creative approaches including the design of the convex linear fresnel lens and the use of
secondary reflectors result in pointing tolerances of ±2-3 degrees in the crilical axis while
still minimizing the area of the expensive, heavy photovoltaic cells. This enables the use of
off-the-shelf array components such as gimbals and sun sensors A malor program goal is
to provide hardware required for an in-space demonstration of ihe tchlnolop.

A system based on linear reflective concentrator optics is being deeloped at the loffee
Institute in St. Petersburg. Russia under BMDO funding. The near term goals of this effort
are to fabricate a prototype working concentrator module and to develop high efficiency
solar cells for the array. Using single junction GaAs cells, target BOL performance
characteristics are 240 W/m 2 at a specific mass of 80W/kg and an operating temperature of
100 C. With tandem cells, the targets increase to 300 W/m 2 and over 90 \V/kg at the same
operating temperature. The array will use linear compound parabolic concentrators.

In a separate effort, the SCARLET array is being developed by AEC-Able with
participation of Entech. Spectrolab, and Composite Optics[10.1 I]. The basis for the
SCARLET program is linear version of Entech's domed fresnel lens concentrators. The
concept relies on the same general principles as the mini-dome point-focus device and also
offers the potential for low-cost mass production of the concentrator lens material.
SCARLET uses either GaAs or higher efficiency multiple band gap solar cells. The array
using GaAs cells, will provide part of the power for the Meteor satellite. Later advanced
versions will use the higher efficiency cells. Technology goals are a specific mass greater
than 80 W/kg and more than 300 W/m 2 with a recurring cost below S500'.

Concludine Remarks

The BMDO is sponsoring aggressive efforts to advance innovative, high-performance
propulsion and power technologies from the laboratory to operational flight status in both
Government and commercial missions. Presently, the focuses is on two major efforts.
RHETT will develop and demonstrate an integrated Russian Hall thruster system in ground
tests in FY95 and plans to follow this with a near-term flight test in FY97. SCARLET will
demonstrate a full scale deployed concentrator array in-space for the first time later this fall.
The synergistic technologies demonstrated by RHETT and SCARLET will lead the way to
operational use advanced propulsion and power systems, ushering in a bright new era in
electric propulsion.
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Fig 2 The RHETT I configuration as being fabricated for the space qualification testuig in September 1995

T1T maiss goal is 20 kg and the major dimensions are 32 x 32 cm base and 2S cm high This second generation

ointim;uration represents a mass and volume reduction of 
5

0% compared to the 1993 conceptual design The

centralliv located thermal management plate' is application specific. the phase change system depicted is

suitaile for intermittent station keeping operation
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Fig 4 T-t.l) power processing unit developed under Ihe BUMlD'SUl :
h,; 3 \l t' i mH thruster designed for BMDO for exrended hiulnl'. by Space P'wver. Inc.. San )ise. CA. The unit delivers4 5 A at ;i V i .
eIt.. q,. -, . h i,.,tr , ;thode< Thru-ter has 100 nmm :,n irge '-,.,. thruster Input vollage is 2S V .m111 the efficiency is e,,pect to L. I

A.ld o 'lt , ;n ' :' W range
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Fig 6 TsNlM ash D-5S Anode Layer (Hall) thruster Its relatvclv igi rI

hrust :eni,, is in& C.1t-tt b'y the 55 mm tirro lal Aischa ige passage andt it, 1 (

Fig 7 A prelimiiiA, ronting arrangement forr ihe RHtET-T-1 system o IUniversity of Hotistoo Space Vacuutm Epitax)y Center WAke Shield Facili:.,
WS RHETT-11 is being proposed for the third flight of WSF tn Novemttir




